
Cremaster 3 . 2002
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=goCUZg7IFwA

Inception . Christopher Nolan 
relation space and time arrangement 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7yshUmxuEjE
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dXsmo4n-ln8

Beeing John Malkovic .  Spike Jonze . 1999
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2Y7oo3iB40

Themroc  
Spacial appropriation. 46:10
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xY2kOnsFGfo

Program versus sequences of Films

In Being John Malkovich (directed by Spike Jonze in 

1999), John Cusack plays a puppeteer, who applies for 

a job in a very particular office: located on the 7 ½ floor 

of a building. There he discovers a hidden door to John 

Malkovich’s mind. 

I would like to relate sequences from Being John Mal-

kovich to two of Tschumi’s conceptions:

• Violence and architecture: the sequence of the film 

in which John Cusack’s character attends to the job 

interview introduces the building and the element  “7 

½ floor”. This scene shows his entire path along the 

building. The camera follows his entry by emphasizing 

the perspective of a high ceiling hall. Right after that, he 

looks for the office’s name – “ Estercorp” -  on a board 

and that is the moment when he realizes where the office 

is located. The scene goes on by showing his way on the 

elevator and finally by him entering the space of the 7 

½ floor and having to thorn his body to adapt to the low 

height of the ceiling.  [image 8]

Tschumi’s ideas of violence in architecture are very good 

exemplified: the scene shows the intensity of a person 

entering and discovering the space, as well as the 

aspect of spaces violating bodies.

• Program versus events: “Why are the ceilings so low?” 

This question leads to the new sequence, which plays 

in a room called “orientation room” and where a movie 

about the 7 ½ floor is played.

The movie starts by showing the boom of the new tech-

niques for construction and narrates the story of an Irish 

man who went to the United States to erect very high 

buildings. One day this man receives a visit of a woman 

“with small proportions”. He decides to build a floor for 

her, one between the 7th and the 8th floors. 

The aspect of program versus events appears when it is 

explained why Estercorp is located exactly in this floor. 

With play on word sentences such as “some business 

that have to cut corners” and “the overhead is low”, it 

suggests that the adaptation of the space to the financial 

situation of the corporation.

Heterotopia is a concept in human geography elabo-

rated by philosopher Michel Foucault to describe 

places and spaces that function in non-hegemonic 

conditions. These are spaces of otherness, 
which are neither here nor there, that are 
simultaneously physical and mental, such as 

the space of a phone call or the moment when you see 

yourself in the mirror.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heterotopia_(space)

Michel Foucault. Of Other Spaces (1967), 
Heterotopias. 
First of all, there are heterotopias of indefinitely 
accumulating time, for example museums 
and libraries, Museums and libraries have become 

heterotopias in which time never stops building up and 

topping its own summit,
http://scandinavian.wisc.edu/dubois/Volumetwohomepage/
Foucault.pdf

Space of Rapture
breaking through the surface
http://scandinavian.wisc.edu/dubois/Volumetwohomepage/
Foucault.pdf

“All media are extensions of some human faculty- psy-

chic or physical” 

The Medium is The Massage, Marshall McLuhan p 26

“the wheel is an extension of the foot the book is an 

extension of the eye clothing, an extension of the skin,

electric circuitry, an extension of the central nervous 

system”

The Medium is The Massage, Marshall McLuhan p 31-40

http://www.liquidinformation.org/mcluhan_quotes.html

Henri Lefebvre. The Production of Space 
“Once diversified, places opposed, sometimes comple-

mented, end sometimes resembled one another. They can 

thus be categorized or subjected to a grid on the basis of 

‘topias’ (isotopias, heterotopias, utopias, or in other words 

analogous places, contrasting places, and the places of 

what has no place, or no longer has a place –the absolute, 

the divine, or the possible). More importantly, such places 

can also be viewed in terms of the highly significant 

distinction between dominated

spaces and appropriated spaces.” Lefebvre defines all 

three “topias” as complex spaces. According to him, their 

difference lies on the way they communicate opposition: 

isotopias are defined by analogy, heterotopias by mutual 

repellency, and utopias by symbolism and imagination349

The “repellence” of heterotopias is also seen in David 
Harvey’s examination of postmodern cinema: For 

example, in Blue Velvet (1986) two “impossible worlds” 

coexist until they crash. Harvey also refers to heterotopias 

to debate “otherness” and “other words” that are one of 

the main concerns of postmodernism 
http://scandinavian.wisc.edu/dubois/Volumetwohomepage/
Foucault.pdf
348 Henri Lefebvre. The Production of Space, Blackwell 
Publishing, Massachusetts, 2007.p.
163-164.
349 Ibid .p. 366.
350 David Harvey. The Condition of Postmodernity. Blackwell 
Publishing, Malden, 1990, p. 48.

Henri Lefebvre. The Production of Space 
As result, the conceptual triad embraces three concepts: 

perceived, conceived and lived. [wahrgenommen, 

gedacht und gelebt]

Henri Lefebvre.  Lefebvre defined everyday life 

dialectically as the intersection of “illusion and 
truth, power and helplessness;  The idea was 

that through autocritique, people could understand and 

then revolutionize their everyday lives. This was essential 

to Lefebvre because everyday life was where he saw 

capitalism surviving and reproducing itself. Without 

revolutionizing everyday life, capitalism would continue 

to diminish the quality of everyday life, and inhibit real 

self expression.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henri_Lefebvre

David Harvey. The Conditionof Postmo-
dernity (1990)
As a result, postmodern society is formed in late capital-

ism and characterized by the excess of information, 

consume, and accumulation. According to Harvey, what 

defines postmodernism, as not merely consequence of 

modernity is the fact that it embraces fragmentation, 

impermanence, and discontinuity.
rats.pdf, 6
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